Abstract The R graphics engine has new support for rendering raster images via the functions rasterImage() and grid.raster(). This leads to better scaling of raster images, faster rendering to screen, and smaller graphics files. Several examples of possible applications of these new features are described.
However, some displays of data are inherently raster. In other words, what is drawn is simply an array of values, where each value is visualized as a square or rectangular region of colour (see Figure 2) .
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Another minor problem is that some PDF viewers have trouble reconciling their anti-aliasing algorithms with a large number of rectangles drawn side by side and may end up producing an ugly thin line between the rectangles.
To avoid these problems, from R version 2.11.0 on, the R graphics engine supports rendering raster elements as part of a statistical plot.
Raster graphics functions
The low-level R language interface to the new raster facility is provided by two new functions: rasterImage() in the graphics package and grid.raster() in the grid package.
For both functions, the first argument provides the raster image that is to be drawn. This argument should be a "raster" object, but both functions will accept any object for which there is an as.raster() method. This means that it is possible to simply specify a vector, matrix, or array to describe the raster image. For example, the following code produces a simple greyscale image (see Figure 3) . As the previous example demonstrates, a numeric vector is interpreted as a greyscale image, with 0 corresponding to black and 1 corresponding to white. Other possibilities are logical vectors, which are interpreted as black-and-white images, and character vectors, which are assumed to contain either colour names or RGB strings of the form "#RRGGBB".
The previous example also demonstrates that a vector is treated as a matrix of pixels with a single column. More usefully, the image to draw can be specified by an explicit matrix (numeric, logical, or character). For example, the following code shows a simple way to visualize the first 100 named colours in R. It is also possible to specify the raster image as a numeric array: either three-planes of red, green, and blue channels, or four-planes where the fourth plane provides an "alpha" (transparency) channel.
Greater control over the conversion to a "raster" object is possible by directly calling the as.raster() function, as shown below. 
Interpolation
The simple image matrix example above demonstrates another important argument in both of the new raster functions-the interpolate argument.
In most cases, a raster image is not going to be rendered at its "natural" size (using exactly one device pixel for each pixel in the image), which means that the image has to be resized. The interpolate argument is used to control how that resizing occurs.
By default, the interpolate argument is TRUE, which means that what is actually drawn by R is a linear interpolation of the pixels in the original image. Setting interpolate to FALSE means that what gets drawn is essentially a sample from the pixels in the original image. The former case was used in Figure 3 and it produces a smoother result, while the latter case was used in Figure 4 and the result is more "blocky." Figure 5 The ability to use linear interpolation provides another advantage over the old behaviour of drawing a rectangle per pixel. For example, Figure 6 shows a greyscale version of the R logo image drawn using both the old behaviour and with the new raster support. The latter version of the image is smoother thanks to linear interpolation. Figure 6 : The R logo drawn using the old behaviour of drawing a small rectangle for each pixel (left) and using the new raster support with linear interpolation (right), which produces a smoother result.
In situations where the raster image represents actual data (e.g., microarray data), it is important to preserve each individual "pixel" of data. If an image is viewed at a reduced size, so that there are fewer screen pixels used to display the image than there are pixels in the image, then some pixels in the original image will be lost (though this is true whether the image is rendered as pixels or as small rectangles).
What has been described so far applies equally to the rasterImage() function and the grid.raster() function. The next few sections look at each of these functions separately to describe their individual features.
The rasterImage() function
The rasterImage() function is analogous to other low-level graphics functions, such as lines() and rect(); it is designed to add a raster image to the current plot.
The image is positioned by specifying the location of the bottom-left and top-right corners of the image in user coordinates (i.e., relative to the axis scales in the current plot).
To provide an example, the following code sets up a matrix of normalized values based on a mathematical function (taken from the first example on the image() help page). > x <-y <-seq(-4*pi, 4*pi, len=27) > r <-sqrt(outer(x^2, y^2, "+")) > z <-cos(r^2)*exp(-r/6) > image <-(z -min(z))/diff(range(z)) >
The following code draws a raster image from this matrix that occupies the entire plot region (see Figure 7) . Notice that some work needs to be done to correctly align the raster cells with axis scales when the pixel coordinates in the image represent data values. It is also possible to rotate the image (about the bottom-left corner) via the angle argument.
To avoid distorting an image, some calculations using functions like xinch(), yinch(), and dim() (to get the dimensions of the image) may be required. More sophisticated support for positioning and sizing the image is provided by grid.raster().
The grid.raster() function
The grid.raster() function works like any other grid graphical primitive; it draws a raster image within the current grid viewport.
By default, the image is drawn as large as possible while still respecting its native aspect ratio (Figure 3 shows an example of this behaviour). Otherwise, the image is positioned according to the arguments x and y (justified by just, hjust, and vjust) and sized via width and height. If only one of width or height is given, then the aspect ratio of the image is preserved (and the image may extend beyond the current viewport).
Any of x, y, width, and height can be vectors, in which case multiple copies of the image are drawn. For example, the following code uses grid.raster() to draw the R logo within each bar of a lattice barchart. In addition to grid.raster(), there is also a rasterGrob() function to create a raster image graphical object.
Support for raster image packages
A common source of raster images is likely to be external files, such as digital photos and medical scans. A number of R packages exist to read general raster formats, such as JPEG or TIFF files, plus there are many packages to support more domain-specific formats, such as NIFTI and ANALYZE.
Each of these packages creates its own sort of data structure to represent the image within R, so in order to render an image from an external file, the data structure must be converted to something that rasterImage() or grid.raster() can handle.
Ideally, the package will provide a method for the as.raster() function to convert the package-specific image data structure into a "raster" object. In the absence of that, the simplest path is to convert the data structure into a matrix or array, for which there already exist as.raster() methods.
In the example that produced Figure 6 , the R logo was loaded into R using the ReadImages package, which created an "imagematrix" object called logo. This object could be passed directly to either rasterImage() or grid.raster() because an "imagematrix" is also an array, so the predefined conversion for arrays did the job.
Profiling
This section briefly demonstrates that the claimed improvements in terms of file size and speed of rendering are actually true. The following code generates a simple random test case image (see Figure 9 ). The only important feature of this image is that it is a reasonably large image (in terms of number of pixels).
> z <-matrix(runif(500*500), ncol=500) Figure 9 : A simple random test image.
The following code demonstrates that a PDF version of this image is more than three times larger if drawn using a rectangle per pixel (via the image() function) compared to a file that is generated using grid.raster(). > pdf("image.pdf") > image(z, col=grey(0:99/100)) > dev.off() > pdf("gridraster.pdf") > grid.raster(z, interp=FALSE) > dev.off() > file.info("image.pdf", "gridraster.pdf") ["size"] size image.pdf 14893004 gridraster.pdf 1511027
The next piece of code can be used to demonstrate that rendering speed is also much slower when drawing an image to screen as many small rectangles. The timings are from a run on a CentOS Linux system with the Cairo-based X11 device. There are likely to be significant differences to these results if this code is run on other systems. This is not a completely fair comparison because there are different amounts of input checking and housekeeping occurring inside the image() function and the grid.raster() function, but more detailed profiling (with Rprof()) was used to determine that most of the time was being spent by image() doing the actual rendering.
Examples
This section demonstrates some possible applications of the new raster support.
The most obvious application is simply to use the new functions wherever images are currently being drawn as many small rectangles using a function like image(). For example, Granovskaia et al. (2010) used the new raster graphics support in R in the production of gene expression profiles (see Figure 10) .
Having raster images as a graphical primitive also makes it easier to think about performing some graphical tricks that were not necessarily obvious before. An example is gradient fills, which are not explicitly supported by the R graphics engine. The following code shows a simple example where the bars of a barchart are filled with a greyscale gradient (see Figure 11 ).
> barchart(1:12~x, origin=0, col="white", + panel=function(x, y, ...) { + panel.barchart(x, y, ...) + grid.raster(t(1:10/11), x=0, + width=x, y=y, + default.units="native", + just="left", + height=unit(2/37, + "npc")) + }) Another example is non-rectangular clipping operations via raster "masks" (R's graphics engine only supports clipping to rectangular regions). The code below is used to produce a map of Spain that is filled with black (see Figure 12 ).
> library(maps) > par(mar=rep(0, 4)) > map (region="Spain", col="black", fill=TRUE) Having produced this image on screen, the function grid.cap() can be used to capture the current screen image as a raster object.
> mask <-grid.cap() An alternative approach would be produce a PNG file and read that in, but grid.cap() is more convenient for interactive use.
The following code reads in a raster image of the Spanish flag from an external file (using the png package), converting the image to a "raster" object.
We now have two raster images in R. The following code trims the flag image on its right edge and trims the map of Spain on its bottom edge so that the two images are the same size (demonstrating that "raster" objects can be subsetted like matrices). 
